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ABS1'RAC'i'
The Pill--Correlates of Attitudes
ToHard Oral Cont.:-aception
by
Carmen Knudson Ptacek, MastPr

o~

Sc·iPnrP

Utah State UnivPrsity, 1971
Major Professo r:
Dr . Jay Schvaneveldt
Department :
Family and Child Developm0nt
The purpo se of this study Has to determine attitudes
toward the or al contraceptive as related to r eligirus ,
regional , educational, age , sex, and marital status .

ThP

instrument utilized was a 30 item summated scale ,,·hie!) ,,·as
completed by 240 high school and college students :rom

he

Intermountain and Great Plains regions .
The findings indicated a v ery large rang e or o;inion
regarding the pill .

Attitudes wrre found to b0 r~la ed tn

religion, region , educational attainmPnt , and marital status .
Age and sex l.fere not related to attitudes toward the pi 11 •

(73 paqec;)

1!\'l'RODUCT I O:\
In h is provocative

s~tire ,

" Populatio n Co ntrol ,

1986," Paredes (1970) sees bombs, not the pill , as t he
dev ice used f or population control .

Part of his essav

reads , " If you had only listened twenty yea rs ago . . .
wouldn ' t have a problem now." (p . 33)

~e

This t ype of

thinking is reflected by many persons today .

'!'hey :eel

that the rate o: population growth mu=t be controlled .
To do so would requir e widespread use of contraceptive
technique s on the part o f the child - bearing po pulation .
Since the most e ffecti ve contra ce ptive now a v ailablr
is the oral contraceptive (commonly referred to a s " the
pi ll ") , persons ' attitudes toward it s use a r e i mportant
in determining the extent to which populotion g r owth will
be controlled .

It was the se attitudes that we re the con-

cern of this study.
Statement of Problem
Desp ite its re l iability , the pill is th e object of
much cont r ov ersy .

Articles on it can be foun d in al mos l

every popu l ar magazine , makinq in f ormat i on on the pi ll
accessib l e to most of the popu lation .
have been ra i sed abo u t

it which could

attitude t o ward use of the pill .

Many que stions
af~ect

a pr rson ' s

These i nclud e speculat io n s
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on its safety,

its psychological effects , and its moral

and social implications.
Chilman (1968) reported that about 99 percent o:
people in the United States approve of the conce pt o:
family pla nning .

According to Erskine (1966 ), 68 percent

of the population approved use of the 9i 11 .

Apparently ,

then, some persons who approve of birth control do not
approve of t he pill as the method with which to achieve
it.

Some years ago Davis (1939) observed that society
was reluctant to use readily available means to
the rate of ill egitimacy .

More recent figures

decrea~e

(Ers~i~e .

1966) show that the sa me sort of attitude is still prevalent , and many individuals iear that maldng birth control
accessible to unmarried women , particularly teens , wil.l
promote promiscuous sexual behavior .

So , people seem to

have rese rvat ions about who should be allowed to use the
pill.
Many religious denominations have taken a s and on
the use of the pill .

Pope Paul VI' s encyclical ban against

artificia l and mechanical forms of contraception has been
rejected in public or in privat<" by many Roma n Catholics .
According to Potvin , Westoff , and Ryder (1968) the number
of Catholic wives using birth control methods othor than
rhythm has been continually

011

the rise .

3

Hence, attitudes toward the oral
investigation .

cont~aceptiv e

merited

This study examined attitu des regarding use

of the pill as affected by religious , edu ca tional , marital ,
regional , age, and sex factors .
Objectives
The purpose of this study was tn compa r e the relative
conservatism or liberalism in overall atti tud e s toward use
of the or al contraceptive as relaled to rPlig ious , regional ,
educationa l , age , mar ital statu s , und sex factors .

It was

also the objective of this study to dete rmine which items
suh~tantive

on the scale discriminate attitudes in regard to
areas of opinion.
Hypotheses
1.

Protestants have a more libe ral score c on cerning

use of t he pill than Roman
2.

~atholic s

and Mo rmon s .

Coll ege students are more libera l than

~re

high

schoo l student s .
3.

The r e is no significant difference b e twe en the

attitudes of ma rried and s ingle college s tud ents r ega rd i nq
the pill .
~ .

Region is not relat ed to attitudes t owa rd the

5.

AgP and att itudes t owa rd the pi ll ar e not

pil l.
rP l ~ted .

4
6.

No s1gnificant difference jn attitudes exists

between males and females.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There is a wealth of written material regarding the
oral contraceptive and birth control.

This review is

limited to those aspects which were studied J therefore ,
such related subjects as overpopulation oc controlling
births to improve the race are not included .

However,

this investigator recognizes the importance of these topics
and thei r implications to the use of the pill .
Backqround and Development of the Pill
Man's attempts to control births reach so far back
into the past that it is difficult to find its origin.
Knowledge of contraception is fou nd in numero us papyr use s
from Egypt dating back as far as 1900 B.C .

(Hardin, 1969) .

Hmvever, the chief forms of population co!1trol used by
early peoples were infanticide and abortion .

Most of

their co ntraceptive measures were extreme ly crude by
day standards.
were used .

pre~ent

Along with withdrawal, many magic potions

Himes' Medical History of Contraception pre-

sents an excell ent review of the development of contraceptive techniques from such primitive measures as the
magic potions to contraception as it stood in 1935.

It

has now been reprinted and includes a preface by Guttmacher
describing the advances since 1 935 .

As a rPsu l t o . e xperiments conducted in the early
1950's, Pincus

~nd

his associates reported the discovery

that certain steroids inhibited ovulation in rats and
rabbits (Pincus, et al ., 1956).

They began testing these

on humnns in Puerto Rico in 1956 and soon extended their
research to other countries .

They found their new contra-

ceptivP to be 100 percent effective when t3ken rorrertly
(Pincus, ct al., 1959a)
Physical Safety and Functionino of thP Pill
The pill contains two hormones, e s trogen and pro ~~·~e

gestogen, which are ordinarily produced by the ovary .
substances prevent the pituitnry 0land from

ob~ying

~

mes-

sage from the brain to secretP two other gonadotrophic
hormones which would trigger monthly ovulation .
as estrogen an

proqestogen are pres e nt in

in thP blood, ovulation is suppressed .
•·~y

As lonq

sufficiPn~

amounts

This is the same

the body prevents ovulation during pregnancy .
The standard procedure with most birth control pills

is to take one tablet each day for 20 days or 1 weeks,
then wait 5 to 7 days and beqin again .

During this break

the woman expPriences menstrual - like hleedi ng.
thP newe r pills combine s0vrral

every day of the month .

Some of

inqredirnts and arr tnkrn

They may be pills of varyinq

strengths or contai n "' dumrny"' pil l s to simplify thP pi 11 tak ing ro uti ne .
S ince the pill was first introduced to the public in
lg61 , it has become very popular .

Alling ham , Balakrishman ,
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and Ka nt ner (1 969 ) repo r ted th a t the number o f women us i ng
t he pill increased every month f rom J a n u a ry 1963 to October
1 9 67.

Acco rd ing to Westoff and Ryder (1957 ), by 1955 the

pill had become the most common method of birth control in
the United States.
One reason for the high degree of use of the pill by
wo men is that it meets many of the c o nditions of the ideal
contraceptive.

The pill i s nearly 100 percent effecti v e

and is coitu s- independent, thus removing t he decisions
about bir th c ont r ol from a time when sexual excitement predominate s.

It does not detract f rom the sexual act i t self .

The re has been a great deal of concer n about possible
si d e effects of the pill.

Popular magazines have bee n

f illed with articles discussing the pill from this aspect .
Dickey and Dorr (1968) r e port that oral contraceptives do
not prod uce new or unique s i de effects.

Rather , the side

effects ar e symptoms of an exc e ss or deficiency o f their
hormona l components and are s i mi lar to symptoms that occur
naturally during period s of hormone increase o r decrease
such as pregnancy or menopause.

They indicated that ma ny

of the p roblems of side effects could be solved by pre scribi n g a pill with a different dosage to the ind i vidual.
The u s u a l side e ffects include weight ga in , n ausea ,
breakthrough bleeding , and changes in skin pigmen tation ,
Pincus, Rock and Garcia (1 959b ) found tha t som e of these
side eff ects may be psychological.

The discovery was that

women fo rewar ned of possible side effects developed mo r e

8

s1 de ef fects than tho se who were not forewarne d .

Those

who do experience side effects usually finj that they disappear after the first few cycles (Pincus et al., 1959a).
There has also been much speculation about use of the
pill and an increase in the rate of thromboembol ic disease.
Charles (196 8) reported to a physicians ' conference that
there are no decisive studies on this relationship, but
that if such a risk is caused, it is not

~igh.

It would

be much less than the risk involved if the woman became
pregnant .

He suggested the importance of a thorough medical

examinati on before oral contraceptives are prescribed .
Controversy over such risks in using the pill brought
about hearings in the United States Senate in Ja nuary 1970 .
ThPse hearings no doubt had an effect on many persons ' at titudes toward use of the pill .

A

speci~l

Gallup Pol l

taken for Newsweek during the first week of February, 1970
revealed tha t 18 percent of the women using the pill had
stopped taking it, and an additional 23 percent were considering giving it up (Newsweek, February 9, 1970).

In

1967, 43 percent of the population felt that the pill was
safe to use without danger to one's health .

This dropped

to 23 percent in March 1970 (Gallup Opinion Index , March
1970).
The pill is also suspected to be related to other
diseases .

These include cancer, strokes, l iver disease,

and eye trouble.

9

Psycholog ical Effects of t h e Pill
Questions have a lso been raised about the psychological
effects of the pill .

Pohlman (1969) suggests that th e cer -

tainty of effective contraception may jeopard ize the traditional husband and wife relationship, because the husband
may feel thr eatened by his wife's powers .

He also indicate s

that the freedom the pill promotes may cause c hanges in the
double standard and may all o w women to b0come competitive
threats outside the home as well .

He fu rther suggests

t hat some persons fear a loss of potency or "de-sexing"
as a result of tampering with the mysteries of the menstrual
cycle and the miracle of conception .

Similarly, Rainwater

(1960) believes that ma ny persons fear that any pill power fu l enough to stop conception could also endanger the system.
Some women report feelings of d e pression or loss of
libido afte r using the pill.

Krog e r

(1968) found such ad -

verse reactions to be more common among those patients who
were emo t ionally unstable .

Thi s , he said , wa s

•.• due not only to the pharmacologic action of
the pill, but also to fau lty or ambivalent atti tudes toward pregnancy, contraception , and other
environmental influences .
(p. 98)
On the other hand, a study by Landis, Poffe nberger,
and Poffenberger (1950) seems to indicate that u se of the
pill would promote a more satisfactory sexual relationship .
They fo und that wives who feared anothe r pregnancy or mis trusted their con tracept ive method were not as likely to
have as satisfa ctory a sexual adjustment as those ;:ho did
not .

10
Use of the p i ll ca n p revent the b i rth
c hild.

o~

Will this make children mor e loved?

an unw a nted
Pohlman (1969)

discuss e s parenthood and the problem of the unwanted child .
He says that in some cases during pregnancy or around the
time of birth, new factors enter the pictu re and the child
becomes wanted.

But for many, the wish

t~at

something would

happen to the fetus become s a wi sh th a t something would
happen to get rid of the child.

S i nce this i s not easily

accomplis hed in our society, the parent may develop
of hostility toward the unwanted child .

~eelings

Some parents fo l low

through with impulses to beat the "howling brat " or choke
"the little monster," but more often the child is well cared
for physically, but psychologically the parents withdraw
from the child.

If this assessment is correct , it would

appear that use of the pill may help bring about a better
relationship between parent and child.
The P i ll and Poverty
Birth control is often regarded as a means of combatting
poverty.

But there is some question as to how well the poor

will receive the idea of birth control, and how effectively
they cou ld use the pill .

Rainwater (1960) feels that it is

characteristic of the lower class to be reluctant to plan,
control, or interfere with nature.

In co ntra st, Frank and

Tietze (1965) argue that the poor are willing and able to
plan and interfere with nature if they can see that it is
to their advantage.

The poor have many children, nol because

they want them, but because they don ' t know how to prevent
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having them (Rainwater, 1967).

Jaffe (1967) reports that

the poor in America want family planning

~ow.

This is

further substantiated by Lees (1966) who reports that two
and one half years after initial clinic contacts by low i ncome patients, approximately four out of five were still
swallowing the pills regularly .

Thus, it appears that many

poor per sons have had success with the pill.
The pill is part of birth control programs in some
underdeveloped countries.

Jones (1969) indicates that such

programs should have a positive effect on a nation ' s economy,
since no country has ever made great economic advances while
sustaining a high rate of population growth .

Kuznets (1970)

does not see high population as such a serious obstacle,
but he also suggests the economic benefits of lirn1ting
births .
The Pill and Sexual Behavior
While some persons advocate use of the pill to reduce
the rate of illegitimacy, others fear that giving the pill
to unmarried persons will promote lllicit sexual behavior
and are reluctant to have the pill used 1n this mrtnner .
According to Pohlman (1969 ) there is no experimental evidence to support the thesis that the availability of the
pill would encourage promiscuous sexual behav io r .

Schofield

(1965) s uggests that there is not a stro ng relationship
between use of contraceptives and promisC'li ty.

He found

that both those without sexual experience and those with
it typically had knowledge of contraception .

There was no
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evidenc e to indicate tha t knowled ge of cont rac eption
e ncoura g ed sexual activity .

In fact, among couples having

sexual relations the use of contraceptives was sur?risingly
inf reque nt, even though they expressed extensive fears of
pregnancy .

Pohlman (1969) explains that some unmarried

couples hesitate to deliberately plan for sexual inter course , and feel that cont rac eption spoil s the spon tane ity
o f sexual rel ations .
Furs tenberg , Gordis, and Markowitz (1969) i n a study
of unmarried pregnant adolescents fou nd that on ly a small
proporti on ha d a negative view of birth control.

However ,

most of the girls expressed a lack of confidence in the
safety of the pill .

Their reservat ions appeared tn be

more from lac k of knowledge and misinformation than from
basic aversion or apathy to the use of birth control .
Erskine (1966) reported that both men and women strongly
opposed giving birth control pil ls to girls in college .

On

the other hand, the Population Council (1966) found a so me what diffe rent attitude toward the giving of such informa tion to single adults.

Over half of those in its

~a mple

would fa vor this, with the more educated being more lik e ly
t o agree .
The Pill, Education, and

~

We s toff and Potvin (1967) found that h igher education
had little inf lu ence on fertility values.

According to them ,

values about family and children are devel op ed before coll ege .

l 3

One would assume that fertility valuPs are closely related
to contraceptive values.

A recent Gallup Opinion Tndex

(March, 1971) shows that higher education does, indeed,
result in lower fertility values.

Its figures showed

that only 14 percent of those persons with college education desired four or more children .

This was compared to

22 percent of those with high school education.

Bajema

(1966) found a positive relationship between fertility
and educational level only for males.

From studies dealing

more directly with contraception, Hawthorn (1970) indicates
a direct relationship between educational level and contraceptive usage and effectiveness .

Another Gallup Opinion

Index (September, 1970) showed that those persons with
college education reflected more accepting attitudes
toward the pill on each question asked .

We s toff and Ryder

(1970) found educational level to be related to use or
expectations of use of the pill, but felt that it is
becoming a less important differential .
The same Gallup Opinion Index (September, 1970) which
showed more accepting attitudes toward

t~e

pill by those

with college education , indicated that such accepti ng at titudes we r e more common among the younger age groups .
Westoff and Ryder (1970) also found this relationship;
however , there was little difference between the 1 8 - 24
and 25 - 29 age groups .
The Pill and Religion
Many persons find that use of the pill confliccs with
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their rel igion.

The Roma n Catholic Church has t rad itional ly

opposed bi rth control .

Jn the si x th century B1shop Caesarius

of Gaul condemned birth control potions and affirmed that
procreation was the only lawful reason for sex (Christianity
Today, August 16, 1968) .

This position has changed some -

what now , and the Church recognizes that sexual intercourse
has both a unitive and procreative meaning, out these meanings
are regarded as inseparable.
In July 1968 Pope Paul VI (196 8 ) rejected the :ind i nas
of a special commission appointed by him to study the moral ity of birth control , and issued an encyclical letter banning
all fo rm s of artificial contraception, indicat i ng that each
sexual act must be ope n to the transmission o f l. i fe .

The

following are excerpts of this let ter :
I n the task of transmitting life, therefore ,
they are not free to proceed completely at will,
as if they could determine in a wholely autonomous
way the honest path to follow; but they must con form their activity to the creative intention of
God, expressed by the very nature o;' marriage and
of its acts, and manifested by the constant teachina
of the Church.
God has wisely disposed natural
laws and rhythms of fecundity whic h of themselves
cause a separation in the succession of births .
Nonetheless, the Church, calling men bac k to the
obse rvance of the norms of natural law , ••• teache s
that and every marriage act ••. must rem ain open
to the transmission of l ife.
••••••••••••••••••••
Equally to be excluded ••. is direct sterilization , whether perpetual or temporary , whether of
the man or of the woman; similarly excluded is
every action which, either in the anticipation of
the con jugal act, or in its accompli s hment, or in
the development of its natural consequences , proposes whether as an end or as a means, to render
procrea t ion imposs i ble.
(pp. 9, 11)
The i mplication is that of all the contraceptive methods,
only rhythm is acceptable .

From a theological viewpoint

15
the do c ument is not t o be con si de r ed i nfallible, b u t

is t o

se rve as a guideline to aid Cathol ics in determining their
conscience about birth control (Stoffel, 1971}.
The Pope's ban has been rejected in public or in
private by many.

The Gallup Opinion Index (February, 1969)

reports that when Catholics were asked whether they favored
or opposed the Pope's stand, 54 percent opposed it while
only 28 percent favored it .

Sixty-five percent indicated

that they felt a woman could use the pill and still be a
good Catholic .

Surveys have shown that many Roman Catholic

women are ignoring the ban .

Potvin, Westoff , and Ryder

(1968) found that in 1965, 51 percent of Catholic wives
used birth control methods other than rhythm , and the
number of such persons was continually on the rise.
An important moral "out" for loyal Roman Catholic
women was the encyclical's explicit provision that pills
may be used for therapeutic reasons.

This makes the mnral

judgment highly subjective (Christ i anity Today, August 30 ,
1968).
There is a growing body of Catholic opinion which
sees such factors as mental health and problems of overpopulation as being legitimate basis for avoiding child bearing.

Rock (1963} reports that Stevens , of the Catholic

University of America, is a spokesman for thi s group.

At

a research meeting of the Family Life Bureau of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference Stevens said ,
Indiscriminate procreation is no moral ideal, but
mere irresponsibility, fo r the fa mily mu st make
pru dent provision for the future welfare of the
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children both spiritua lly a nd physi cally • . . .
Some Catho lic writers have d enied that t he couple
sho uld take into account the co nd it ion o f society .
Contrary to this, we may say the fam ily must take
into account the present and reasonable foreseeable
future conditions of society.
This is demanded for
the sak e of the children them se lves, as we ll as for
the common good which all are strict ly bound to
promote as a matter of what Saint Thomas calls general
justice.
(Rock, 1963, pp. 47-4 8 )
The position of the Church of Jesus Chri st o: the Latte r
Day Saints (Mormon) on birth control is stated uno:ficially
by McConkie, First Council of the Seventy , Church of Jesus
Christ of the Latter Day Saints, in his book , Mormon Doctrine
(1958),

He says,

Those who practice birth co ntrol - -t he regula tion of the number of births in a family by the
empl oyment of artificial mean s or contraceptives - are runn ing counter to the foreordained plan of the
Almighty.
They are in rebell io n against God and
are guilty of gross wickedness.
There are mu ltitudes of pure and holy sp i rits
waiting to take tabernacles, now what is our duty?
To prepare tabernacles for them ; to take a course
that wi ll not tend to drive those s p i rit s i nto
families of the wi cked where they will be tra1ned
in wickedness, debauchery, and e very species of
cri me .
It is the duty of every righteous man and
woma n to prepare tabe rnacles for all the spirits
they can.
(p. 81)
A more positive position is stated in a letter issued
by the First Presidency of the Church of Jesus Christ of
the Latter Day Saints in April 1969 .

Jt reads,

We have been commanded to multiply and replenish
the earth that we may have joy and rejoi ci ng in our
posterity. Where husband and wife enjoy health and
vigor and are free fro m impuri ties that would be
entailed upon their postPrity, it is contrary to
the teach ings of the Church artific ial l y to curtail
or prevent the birth of childr e n . ..
Howeve r, we
feel that men must be considerate of their wives who
bear the greater responsibility not only of bearing
children, but of caring for them through childhood .
To this end the mother ' s health and strength should
be conserved ••••
(M cKay , Brown, and Tanner, 1969)
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In a study condurted for the Salt Lake Tr ibune

~y

Barctsley and Haslacher, Inc., it was found that 51 percent
of the Mormons generally approved the idea o: planned parenthood.

This was compared to 79 percent of the non- Mormon

sample (January 3, 1971).

This indicates that a slight

majority of Mormon adults favor birth planning despite the
Church's position, but fewer support it than do members of
other religious denominations in the same geo g raphical
region.
Except for a few fundamentalist groups , most Protestant
religions share an approving or accepting attitude toward
birth control.

The following statement was issued after a

symposium on birth control by evangelical Protestant scholar s
in 1968 .

It reads:

Birth control decisions may be based on such factors
as psychological debility , family size , and finances
This is not a religiou s issue , but a scie nti fic
one to be determined in consultation with a phys ician •
••• coitus was intended to i nclud e the dual purpose
of companionship and fulfillment, as well as proc re a tion ••• therefore procreation nee d not be the i mmediate intention of husband and wife in the sex act .
(Chri stianity Today , September 27, 1968, p. 68)
A large Protestant body, the United Methodist Church ,
takes a very favorable stand on birth control .

In its 196 8

Church Discip line under the section dealing with respons i ble
parenthood , it states :
The result of a rising birth rate , the decrease
of infant mortality, the increa se i n longevity , and
improved general health have created the increasing
world population .
To meet thi s situa t ion the Church
affirms:
( 2 ) that parents assume the r e spons ibility
of planning at long range the family they
hope to establish, and plan wisely the
spacing of child ren ••• ;
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(3) that married persons regard as ethically
and morally right the prope r use of methods
and techniques, medically approved, for the
purpose of achieving planned and responsible
parenthood .
(p. 63 - 64 )
Westoff and Potvin (1967) found that in

~egard

to atti -

tudes toward motherhood, Protestant women hardly differ at
all from those with no religious preference .

Both Mormons

and Catholics tended to hold much more traditional ideals
and to eq uate marriage with motherhood.

They discovered

the strongest tendency to reject birth control among the
Catholics .

The Mormon women, however , were apt to integrate

the r e ligious and secular role and regard motherho od as a
divine mission .
Both Blake (1966) and the Gallup Opi nion Index (September
1970) find Protestants to be more liberal req ardinq the pill
than Catho lics .
great .

The d if ferences in both case s we r e not

According to Blake , the Catholic women

t~nded

to be

more Ame rican than Catholic in their ferti li ty values .

ThP

Gallup Opinion Index (March 1971) indicates that family size
values are decreasing for all the religious groups in the
survey , but a greater perce ntag e o f Catho lic s preferred
large fam ilies than did Protestant s .
not statis t ica lly significant .

The dif ference was

Similarly , Westoff and Ryder

(1970) suggest that being Catholic is becoming less signifi cant i n shaping one's attitud es toward cont ra ception .

All inqham ,

Balakrishnan, and Kantner (1969) found tha t among women with
more than 1 2 years of schooling there was no difference bet ween the percentage of Catholic women using the pill and the
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Protestan t wo men using the pill .

This wa s not

t~UP

:or those

women with les s than 12 years of educati on .
The Pill and Geo graphica l Reqion
The two states u sed in the sample for thi s study were
Utah for the Intermountain area and North Dako ta for the
Great Plains region.
of these states .

Therefore, a r e view was made of each

The 1970 Statist 1cal Abstract of the

United States shows that 69 . 9 percent of the population

in the United States is urban .

North Dakota is the most

rural state in the Union with only 35 . 2 percent of its pop ulat i on c la ssified as urban.

Utah is 74 . 9 percent urban,

maki ng it mor e urban than average .
Rural -u rban differences have been much disrussed in
th e literat u re .

Wrong (19 6 7) r eports that family li mi tation

f irst began in the c i ties, and that rural populations are
s till more fertile .

He suggests that urba n living has

made it diffic ul t to accommodate lar g e fa mili es i n cramped
living q uart ers .

Urban living has also reduced the va lue

of a large famil y as a source of unpaid

~abor .

Beegle (1 966 )

found th at rural areas still have a highe r ra te of fertility .
He credits this partly to the fact that chi l dren still play
an important ro le on farms, but in additio n , the rural
people reflect a more t r aditional value system .

He indicates ,

however, as does Tarver (1969), th at s uch di fferences betwee n
urban and rural people are diminishing .
Even t ho ugh Utah is classified as an urb an state , the

1970 Statist ical Abstract o f the United Stat es s how s that
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its birth rate of 23,6 births per thousa nd per sons is higher
than No rth Dakota's birth rate of 1 8 .4.

Both birth rates

are above the United States average of 17.7.
Christensen and Gregg (1970) in their study of sex
norms found the Intermountain region to be more conservative
than the Midwest region.

This was attributed to what they

termed the "highly restrictive Mormon cu lture" found in the
Intermountain area.

Westoff and Potvin (1967) also discuss

the more traditional values of the Mormo n people.

No doubt

these religious values account for the high birth rate in
this area, despite its urban classification,
The Pill, Marital Status, a nd Se x
This investigator has been unable to find any studies
in the literature which deal with attitudi nal differences
regarding fertility or contraceptive s between married and
sing le pe r sons.

Westoff and Potvin (1967) have done a

very detai led study of fertility values of college s tudents.
Most other studies or surveys have dealt with married persons .
If age, education , and other such factors are held constant,
there does not appear to be any substantia l difference between the attitudes of single and married persons.

Actual

use of contraceptives cannot be fairly compared between
these gro u ps, but Ryder and Westoff (1966) state that the
majority of young women with college tr aining have already
used the pill.
Most studies which have differentiated responses from
males and females, have found males to be slightly more
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l i beral in contraceptive attitudes and less accepting of
large families.
though.

The male -female differen<:es are not great,

For example, in the study conduc ted for the Salt

Lake Tribune by Bardsley and Haslacher, Inc.

(Janu?.ry 3,

19 71), 60 percent o f the males generally approved of the
concept of family planning, while 55 percent of the women
did .

The Gallup Opinion Index (Ma rch, 1971 and September,

1970) found similar differences.

BaJema (196 6) found that

as males increased in educatio nal

attai~~ent,

offspring.

This was not true for women .

they had fewer

This agrees with

the proposition of Westoff and Potv in (1967 ) that girls
formul ate their reproductive value s before reaching college
age.
summary
Since t he pill is the object of so much controversy
today , one would assume that the attitudes towa rd it must
vary.

The literature shows that attitudes do indeed differ .

While the reasons for such variance are net completely clear ,
there are many possible factors which could influence one ' s
attitudes to ward the oral contraceptive.

Th e literature

indicates many things about which an individual might have
questions or fears concerning the pill .
Even though physicians appear to regard the pill as
safe to use, recent investigations and magazin e artic l es
have led many persons to doubt the pill ' s safety .

They also

fear unpleasant side effects such as nausea or weight gain.
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While the concern

i~

nnt as

wide~prPad,

some

~e~r

~~oati,·e

Fo~

psycholog ical reactions a8 a result of using th e otll .
olhers, us1ng the pill involves a religious or
~ideration .

~oral

co~ 

en l~ 

The pill has been suggested as a partial

tion to several social probl0ms such as ahortion,
imacy, ~nd poverty .
using the pill

illegit -

Some persons fear the cons~quencos nc

in this manner.

Only a few studies have dealt
toward the oral contraceptive.

sp~c-ific:a lly

11ith at"; tqdes

Outside of the rallup Ocin'nn

Index, most of them have hPen done by \>lest:off , Potvin , ar:-1
Ryder in the

y~ar-s

1966, 1967, 1968, and 1970.

some diffe rence between persons of difFPrent
and educntional attainment .
appear to be lessening .

p~ss~s .

SPY,

thPsn

il"~2':et<e

a~P ,

~c} -~~nn ,

?i:"<erPnr~s

This investiqator could find nr

study usinq recent data .
from later than 1968 .

As time

Data

Most studies have not usPd :iourPs

Polls have been co mmon, but these

generally do not deal with determining siqnifi,ant relation ships .
This study has attempted to fill so me of the gaps in
the literature by (l) adding to the somewh at incompiPte
body of knowledge regarding significant factors reletin 0
to

one ' ~

attitude toward the pill (2) providinq more rPcent

data; and ( 3 ) studying younq persons who are
or will soon ente r

juFt entering

their reproductive years , rather than

persons who are now in this stag e or nearing its comoletion.

PROCEDURE
The Instrument
Data for this study were collected with an instrument
containing background information and a scale.

The scale

was adapted from one developed by Bardis (1969).

It was

a Likert-type scale with summated ratings and contained
30 items .
The original scale as developed by Bardis was developed
f rom a prel iminar y list of almost 600 statements
with opinions concerning oral contraception .
studies eliminated all but 38 items .

The

dealin~

Preliminary

fin ~J

scale,

which contained 25 items, was determ ined on the basis of
internal consistency of 100 subjects .

Th~

10 highest and

the 10 lowest sco res were used to determi ne the disciminatory
power of each of the 38 items .

Those with the highest dif -

ference were retained.
This investigator eliminated items 3 and 22 on the
basis that they rep eated attitudes su rveyed in other items .
One dealt with the decline of the family institution, and
the other with sexual promiscuity .
22, and 30 were added to the scale .

Items 3 , 8 , 11, 14, 19,
They dealt with medical

safety and psychological aspects of the pill .

These werP

included b ecause they are controversial topic s today.
For each item the subject indicatec the extent of his
agreemen t or disagreement with the statement by answering
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0, 1, 2, 3 , or 4.

The meaning of each of the se figures was :
0 - strongly disagree
1 - d isa gree
2 - undecided
3 - agree
4 - st r ongly agree

The individual's total score was atta ined by adding
the total of

the numbers indicated .

The poss ible range of

scores wa s from 0 to 120 , with 0 represent ing the most conservative score, and 120 representing the most liberal score.
Validity and reliability
The scale was tested for validity oy Bardis (196 9 )
by g iving it to groups known to differ on their views
toward cont ra ception ,

The scale was foun d valid in each

case much beyond the . 001 level .
Ba rdis (1969) al so tested the scale for r eliab ility
by using the test- retest method and two sp lit-half metho ds .
The scale was found to be reliable in each case with coefficie nts of correlation being . 90, .97,

~nd

. 94,

The Sample
Quest ion naires were dlstributed to high school students ,
single college student s , and married college students ln
Utah and in North Da kota,

The majority of the questlonn a ires

were administered by teachers in selected high schools and
at Utah State Univer si ty and North Dakota Sta te !lnlve r slty .
Questionnaires with a self - address e d, stamped envelope were
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ma11ea to randonly selected occupants of the married student
housing at North Dakota State.

This mE:thod was also used

to obtain data from a few high school students who could
not be reached through the high schools .

Married <;tudents

at Utah State were contacted in person and given a question naire with a self - addressed , stamped

~nvclope

whirh they

returned at their convenience .
The total sample included 240 <;ubjPc ts.

These were

selected in a systematic random fashion f rom the completed
questionnaires .

The sample was comprised of 40 sinqle col -

lege students from each region, 40 married college students
from each region , and 40 high school students from each
region .
Only those students who listed as their home state
one of the two states usPd in this study or a state •rom
the same general region were included in the final sample .
~or

example, included in the Utah samole are a fPw subjects

who listed their home state as Idaho , Wyoming, or

~evada .

Included in the North Dakota sample are some persons from
Minnesota and South Dakota .
hs murh as was possible , distribution of sexc<; , aqes ,
and religions 1;as kept equal among the samplP
Mormon sample
gious samples .

w~s

group~ .

The

larger than either o: the other t wo rPli-

The age group of over 25 was very

All o the r g r oups were distributed as planned.

sm~ll .

Table> 1 sho·.1s

the composition of the sample by religion , educational at tainment , marital status , region, age, and sex .
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Table 1 .

Composit1on of the total sample by reliqion,
educational attainment, marital status, region,
age, and sex .

Number

Percentage

Religion
Roman Catholic
Protestant
Mormon

58
75
107

24 . 2
31.2
44 . 6

Educational Attainment
High School
College

80
160

33 . 3
66.6

Marital Status
Single
Married

160
80

66 . 6
33 . 3

Region
Intermountain
Great Plains

120
120

50 .0
50 . 0

80
88
54
18

33.3
36 . 6
22.5
7.6

115
125

47.9
52 . 1

~

16-18
19-21
22 - 25
over 25

Sex
Male
Female

Table 2 shows the distribution of samp l e characteristics
within the individual groupings use d for analysis.

In most

cases the distribution within the sample g r oup was quite
even .

There were some notable exceptions , with the qreatest

beinq the Mormon sample which is 100 percent f rom the Inter mountain region.
cases .

Age is also distributeu unev enly i n some

The Great Plains sample is somewha t more dominated

by males than is the Intermountain sampl e .
females than males are in the Mormon samp le.

Also , mo r e

Table 2.

Distribution of Sample Characteristics!

Male

Female

Catholic

Protestant

Mormon

High School

Colleae

100.0

o.o

26.9

34.8

38 . 2

30.4

69 . 6

0.0

1 00 . 0

21.6

28.0

50.4

36 . 0

64 . 0

Catholic

53.4

46.6

100.0

o.o

0.0

34.5

65.5

Protestant

53.3

46.7

1 00 . 0

o.o

29 . 3

70.7

!'Iarmon

41.1

58.9

o.o
o. o

o.o

100.0

35.5

64 . 5

High Sc-hool

43 .7

5fi,3

25 . 0

27.5

47.5

100.0

0.0

College

50 .0

50 . 0

23.8

33 .l

43 . 2

0.0

100.0

Married2

55.0

45 .0

26 . 3

30 . 0

43.7

0.0

1 00.0

Single2

45.0

55 . 0

21.2

36 . 3

42 . 5

0.0

100.0

1 6-18

43.8

56 . 2

25 . 0

27 . 5

47 . 5

100.0

o.o

1 SJ - 21

39.8

60 . 2

Ll. 6

40.9

37,5

0.0

100.0

22 - 25

64 . 8

35 . 2

25 . 9

18. 5

55 . 6

0.0

1 00.0

over 25

55 . 6

44.4

27 . 8

38.9

33 . 3

o.o

100.0

Jntermountain

40.0

60 .0

2.5

8. 3

89 . 7

33 . 3

6fi . 7

GrPat PJains

55. 8

44.2

45 . 8

54 . 2

o.o

33 . 3

6fi . 7

Male
Female

1 i! l 1 figures indicate percentage
2col1rqe samp le only

"'_,

Table 2.

(cont.)

Single

16-18

19-21

22-25

Male

Married
38 . 3

61.7

30 . 4

30 . 4

30 . 4

8.7

41.7

58.3

Female

28 . 8

71. 2

36 . 0

42 . 4

1 5.2

6.4

57 . 6

42.4

Catholic

36 . 2

63 . 8

34.5

32 . 8

24.1

8.6

5. 2

94.8

Prote sta nt

32 .0

68.0

29 . 3

48 . 0

1 3.1

9.3

1 3.3

86.7

Mormon

3 2 .7

67 . 3

35 . 5

30 . 8

28.0

5.6

100 . 0

0.0

o.o

100 . 0

100.0

o. o

0.0

o.o

50 . 0

50.0

50 .0

50 . 0

0.0

55 . 0

33 . 7

11.3

50 . 0

50 .0

100 .0

o.o

o.o

37 . 5

42 . 5

20 .0

50 . 0

50.0

10 0.0

100 . 0

72 . 5

25 . 0

2. 5

50.0

50 .0

1 6-18

o.o
o.o

1 00.0

100.0

o. o

0.0

o. o

50 . 0

50.0

19-2l

34 .1

65 . 9

0.0

lOO . O

0.0

0.0

44.3

55 . 7

22 -2 5

63.0

37 . 0

o.o

100.0

0 .0

64 . 8

35 . 2

over 25

88 . 9

11.1

0.0

o.o
o. o

o. o

100 .0

33 . 3

n6.7

Intermounlain

33 . 3

66 . 7

33 . 3

32 . 5

29 . 2

5.0

100.0

OJl

GreaL PJ3ins

33.3

66 . 7

31 . 3

40 . 8

15. H

10.0

o. o

100.0

High School
College
Married2
S ingle2

over 25

Intermtn.

Gr . Plains

N

1 all fiqures indicate percentaqe
2college sample only

CD
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Analyses of Data
Range, median, me an, and percentage were used to describe
the composition of the sample and the resu lts of the responses
on the questionnaire .

The chi square test wa s used to test

the hypotheses, with .05 employed as the criterion of sig nificance .

An item analysis was also run to determine which

items discriminated between attitudes.

Faci l ities of the

Utah State University compute r center we re ut ilized .
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FINDINGS
Scores were analyzed to find ranges , medians, and
means.

Scores ranged from a high of 115 to a low of 4 .

The median was 70, and the mean was 68 fer the total
sample .

This indicates that the total sample leaned

slightly toward a positive position on the pill, because
a score of 60 would indicate neutrality .
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis one stated that Protestants have a more
liberal score concerning use of the pill than Roman Catholics
and Mormons.
Catholics .

It was accepted for Mormons , bu t rejected for
Table 3 shows the range, median , and mean :or

each of these groups .
Table 3 .

Range, median, and mean by religio n for total
sample .
Protestants

High Sco re

Catholics

Mormons

114

113

115

Low Score

21

42

4

Median

78

74

58

Mean

76 . 8

75 . 7

57 . 5

The Mormon group contained both the high and low score
for the total sample.

This indicates a very wide sp read of
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opinion among this group .
22.21 .

The Mormon sta ndard deviation was

This compares to standard deviati ons of 17.19 for

th e P rotestant s and 1 9 . 40

~o r

the Rom an Cathol ics .

All the

groups displayed a large range which indicate s that individ uals within each group var.y considerably i n th ei r opinions
about the pill.
It appears th at the Roman Catholics are favo rabl e towa rd
the pill , despite the Pope ' s ban on artif icial contraception .
The re was very little difference bet ween the att i tudes of
the Catholics and the Protestants regardi ng the pill .
chi square value was 1 . 29 .

The

This was not signif icant at the

. 05 level .
'rhe Mormons, on the other hand, seem to display an attitude toward the p i ll that is more in kEeping with their
Church ' s somewhat negative position on birth control.

The

difference between Mormon s and Protestants wa s significant
at the .0005 alpha level with a chi square valu e of 19,10 .
Hypothes i s 2
The second hypothes is stated that college students
are more l ibera l than high school stude nts .
was accepted .

Th is hypothe sis

Table 4 shows the rang e , median, and mean

fo r the se groups .
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~abl~

4.

Range , me dian, a n d me an by education f or total
sample .

High School
High Score

Colleqe

105

115

LOI< Sco r e

14

Median

62 . 5

74

Mean

60 . 4

7 1. 6

4

It appe ar s that the hiqh school

st u d~ nts,

at least in

the regio n s sampled , are still basica lly underided about the
pill .

A review of the questionnaires showed a lot of un -

decided responses to items from the high school g roup.

The

college sample was more likely to take a stand on the items .
Responses to individual items wi ll be discussed later in the
thesis .
'T'he h igh school group was also cluste r ed somewhat closer
ar o und the mean than was the college gro up .

'!'his difference

wa s not great, though, as the high school s tandard deviation
was 20 . 27 compared with 22 . 07 for the college s ampl e .
The resulting chi s quar e valu e of 10 . 20 for these grou ps
was significant at the .0005 level .

Thus , th ere i s indeed a

more libe ra l opinion among college students than among high
school student s regarding oral contraception .
Hy pothe s is 3
The third hypothesis stated there is no s ignificant
diffe r ence between the attitudes o f married and single co l lege students regarding the pill .

Table 5 shows the range ,
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median, and mean for these groups .

Only the college sample

was considered in the analysis of this por tion of the dat a ,
since none of the h igh schoo l students were married .
Table 5 .

Range, med ian , and mean by marital st atus of
college students .

Married
High Score

Si ngle

115

112

4

ll

Median

70

81

Mean

69

74 . 3

~w

Score

The data shown jn Tab le 5 indicate that the married
sample of college students scored more co nservatively th a n
did the single sample.
was 4 . 30 .

The chi square value for these gro up s

It was s ign ificant at the . 05 alpha lev el , and

the hypothesis was there f ore rejected .
Table 2 shows that the married college group was somewhat olde r than single college group .

I n the ma rried sample

only 37 . 5 percent of the s ubjects were in the 19- 21 age group ,
while 72 . 5 percent of the si ngl e college stu dents were in
this age grouping.

This age difference might have had some

eff ect on the scores of these groups .
The standard deviations for these two groups varied
only a l ittle.

The marri ed g r oup had a standard deviation

of 21.24 , while the single group ' s was 22 .71.
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Hypothesls 4
Hypothesis four s tated that region is not related
to attitudes toward the pill .

This hypothesis was rejected .

Table 6 shows the range, median , and mean for these groups .
Ta ble 6.

Range, median, and mean by region for total
sample .

In te rmountain
Hiqh Sco re

Gr eat Plains

115

114

4

33

Median

60

76

Mean

58.8

77

Low Score

It appear s that the Great Plains region was somewhat
more unified in its opinion than was the I n termountain
region, for the Intermountain region not only displayed a
larger ra ng e than the Great Plains region , but it also had
a standa rd deviation of 22 . 32 compared to a 17 . 71 for the
Great Plains region.
The chi square value for these g roups was 22 . 81 which
was signif i cant at the . 0005 alpha level .

So the regional

fa ctor can be assumed to be an important o ne in relation s hip
t o attitu des toward the pill .
Much of the regional difference can he accounted for
by the religious influence in each area .

Table 2 indicated

that 89 . 1 7 percent of the Intermountain s a mple was Mormon ,
while none o f

the Great Plains sample was Mo rmon .

Since the

Mormon sample had slgnificantly more conserv ative attitudes
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tnan the Roman

Cathol~c

or Protestant, it would follow that

the Intermountain sample would also be mo re conservative .
Since the Great Plains median of 76

~pproximated

the

Catholic median of 74 and the Protestant median of 78, this
investigator believes that there is little difference between
the attit ude s of persons of the same religion who are in dif f~rPnt

regions.

This, however, needs furthe r research in

order to substantiate.
Both regions in this study would probably be conservative
in compar ison to other regions in the United States .

This

is because the Intermountain region is predominately ~lorman,
while the Great PlaJns region is chiefly rural.

Studies com -

paring other regions to these l<ould be of interest .
Hypothesis 5
The fifth hypothesis stated that age is not related to
attitudes toward the pill .

Table 7 qlves the rRnge , median ,

and mean for these groups .

This study deRlt with mostly

pc>rsons under the age o f 30,

~ori

th only 7 . 6 percent of the

subjects being in the age grouping of over 25 .
Table 7.

Range, median, and mean by age for total sample.

16-1 8

19-21

22 - 25

l 05

114

115

98

Low Score

14

17

4
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Median

63

74 . 5

74

73 . 5

Mean

60 . 5

72 . 3

70 . 9

71.1

High Score

over 25
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Th1s study d1d not a&ford a gnod opportun ity fnr analys1s
by age, becau se the age spread wa s not a,reat .
existed among the thr ee oldest qroups .

No di::e rence

Tha 16-18 age 0roup

sco r ed significantly lower than each of the other three age
group s .

This compariso n was the same as the comparison bet-

ween high school and college students , because these qroups
contai ned the sam e subjects .
compar1son wa s 10.20.

Thi s c hi square value for this

It was significa nt at the .05 alpha

level , so the hypothesis wa s rejected for the 16-1 8 age gr oup
'"hen compared to those older than th at .

The hypothesis co ula

not be rejected for those 19 and over .
Hypothesi s 6
'rhe si x th hypothesis stated there is no significant
difference in attitudes between males and fe males .
not possible to reject th is hypothesis .

It wa s

Table 8 shows the

range, median, and mean for these groups .
Table 8 .

Range , median, and mean by sex for total sample .

Male
High Score

Female

115

112

Lo'" Score

11

4

Median

63

56

Mean

71. 8

64 . 3

Whi l e th e males scored more liberally , this difference
resulted in a chi square value of 2.38 ,
icant at the .05 l evel.

Thi s was not sig ni f -
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Table 2 showed that 5H . 26 percen t of the male s were
from the Great Plains region, while only 42 . 40 percent o:
the fem ales ''ere from that region.

Since the Great Plains

region was significantly more liberal than the Intermountain
regio n, this may have had some influence on the male response .
The ranqe for both groups wa s very si mil ar.

The standard

deviations varied a little, wi th the male standard deviation
being 20.22, and the female ' s being 23 . 17 .
Responses to Items on the Questionnaire
Psychological and Phy sical Safety
of the P ill
Items 3 , 6 , ll , 14, 19, and 30 all dea lt with the p s y c hological and physical safety of the p ill.

A large portion

of the sample indicated that they were uncertain as to the
safety of the pill .

For example , 37 . 5 percent responded

"undecid ed" to the item stating that the pill is safe f or a
healthy woman to u s e (item 3) .

However , a similar portion

(40 percent) responde d in agreement to that i tem .

An s wers

to other ques tions about physical safety '1ere si milar , ex cept that most persons did not feel that a woman

o~

the pill

was apt to be healthier because of freque n t vi sits to the
doctor (item 30 ).

Only 21 . 7 percent o f the sample agreed

with this item.
The s ub jects were also concerned about the psychological
ef f ects of t he pill , especially as related to the f emale .
Only 35 percent fe lt that the woman would not b e psychologically
harmed ( i tern 6) '"i th men being more 1 ikcly to fear s uch an
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effect .

Apparently there is less fear a= harm ful ef=ects

on the male as a result of a woman's usi ng the pill , for
57 .5 percent answere d affirmati vely to item 11 which stated
that the man would not be psychol ogically harm ed .
Usc> of t he Pill
Items 2 , 7, 8 , 10, 13 , 16 , and 20 all de alt with us es
of the pill .

The result s of this study showed thac the

majority of the respo nde nt s were willing to see the pill
used to r ed uc e the r a t e of illegit i macy (it em 2 ), f or med ical
reasons o ther than preventing conception ( i tern 8 ), to redu ce
the aborti on rate ( item 1 6 ), and to help with the spacing ac
children ( item 20 ).

Only 29 percent of the sample indicated

that they felt the pill s hould be used to mak e co itus out side of marria g e safe (it e m 7) .

A large number of person s

were unce r tain as to whethPr !:he pill should hP used to
promote the economy of poor countries (item 1 0) .
Married student s were more likely to appr ove

u~e

of

the pill for medical reasons other than p reventing conception and for spacing of child ren than '"ere single stud en ts .
Many person s , especially s ingle students and mal es , appeared
unawar e that the pill had other u ses than preventing co n ception .

Thi s was indicated by comm e nts mad e by the subjects .

The Mo rmon sample differed fr om the other r eligi on s
more on these items than on the items dealing with phys1cal
a nd p syc hological safety of the pill.

F'or ex a mple, 48 . 7

per cent of the Mormons would favor usi ng the pill to red uce
the abort ion rate (item 16 ) compared to 84 per cPnt

o~

the
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Protestan ts and 84 .5 percent of the Ca tholics .

The excep -

tio n to this is item 8 .

~avor o~

Catholics were most in

using the pill for r easons other t han preventing conce9t:;on ,
followed by the Mormo ns .

Th e Prot es tants scor e d 10\>'est on

this item .
'3urpris ingly, for most of these i tenos ther e was 1 itt l.e
difference between high school and co llege student s , al though the college scores we re higher .

Howeve r, colleoe

stude nts were much more apt t o favor using the pill to pro mote the economy of poor countries and fo r t he spacing

o~

children than were high schoo l students .
Religious and Moral Aspects
of the Pill
Items 5 , 18 , 22, 26, and 27 dealt with the r eligious
and moral aspects of the pill .

Over 60 pe rcent

o~

the total

sample felt that use of the pill I>' as not sinful or immoral,
and that religious organizations should not forbid their
me mbers to use the pill (items 5, 26, and 27 res p ectively) .
However, only 42 percent of the sample fel t

that u si ng the

pill was not against God ' s l>'ill (item 22 ).

Apparently ,

persons ' perceptions of what is not God ' s will a nd what co nstitutes sinful or immoral behavior are not necessa rily one
and the same .

Only 27 pPrcent of the sample responded af-

firmative ly to item 1 8 which stated that the pill doe s not
promote free love.
Married students were less likely to view use of the
pill as against God ' s will or sinful than were single students .

Single students were more apt to feel that the pill
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\{Ollld not promote free lcwe than "'erE' m>rried students .
Fema le s tended to vi ew use of the pi ll as beinc

~gainst

rod ' s will more frequently than the males .
Again, the Mormons tended to answer all
more

cons~rvativrly

Item 22

greatly from the Protestants.
~ ~perce nt

hese items

than did the Protestan ts and Catholics .

the only one in whic h the Catholic s

WAS

Mormons ,

o:

di•fer0~

About ?.0 pe r cent o: the

of the Catholics , and ry3 percent o: the

Prot0stants felt that it was not against God ' s wi ll to
the pill .

u~e

t~e

It is interestino to note that 77 percent oo

Catholics fee l that the Church should not for bid them to
use the pill.

This is in direct conflict with the ?ope ' s

encyclical ban on such contraceptives .
be mor e accepting of such a

Mormo ns tended to

restr ir~inn

by

th e Church ,

wi~h

only 47 percent of them indicating that the Church should
not forbid use of the pil \

(item 27) ,

Distribution of the Pill
Ite>ms 1, 4 , 9, 17, and 24 dealt with how the pill should
be distributed and who should use it .

Sixty- seven pe rce nt

of th e sa mpl e indicated that they favored selling the pill
to both marri ed adolesrents and marri e d adults without any
restriction .

Many of the> questionnaires had the comment

tha t the only restriction they would impose would be a medi cal
exam.

Feedback f rom the respondent s indicated that so me

persons were r.onfused about items 1, 9 , 17, and 24 .

They

were not sure whether the items implied that a medical exam
was included in restr ictions or not.

Fo r ty perce>nt of the
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sample would be willing to sell the pi l l to unmarried adults
(item 1) without any restriction , but only 21 percPnt felt
the some about single ado les cents (item 24) .

Fifty- one

percent indicated that they would favo r givi ng the pill to
poor women free of charg e (item 4) .
Differences between the responses to thes e items by
married and single students tended to be greater here than
in the previous areas .

Item 1 represented the biggest dif -

ference with 31 of the marr ied students f avori ng sel ling the
pill to single adults and 51 percent of the single st udent s
fa voring this.
Large dif ferences also appeared between high school
and college students in this area .
of the high schoo l

For example , 27 pe rc e nt

students favored giving the pill to poor

women free , compared to 62 percent of the college students .
Males tended to b e much more liberal in this area than
females .

This was especia lly true fo r item 24, which dealt

with the selling of the pill to single ado les cents .
Effect of the Pill
Items 12, 15 , 21, 23 , 28 , and 29 de 'llt with the effPcl:s
the pill would have.

OvPr 75 percent agree d to it e m 21 , which

stated that the pill would help a couple enjoy sexual relations more .

Sixty- two percent felt that the pill would not

lead to a loss of respect for women (item 29).

A slight

majority indicated that they thought the pill would help
solve va riou s social problems ( item 15) .

Somewhat fewer fe l t

that the pill wou ld help raise the family ' s standard of living .
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Only about 30 percen t o f the sample accepted the i dea that
the pill lvould make p arents love t heir children more, or
that it would promote a nat i on's economic welfare.
Only 16 percent o f the Mormon sample felt that using
the pill would cause parents to love chil dren more.

This

compares to 47 percent of the Protestants and 41 percent of
the Catholics .

The Catholics scored highest on the items

which dealt with using the pill to solve social ills , raise
a family ' s standard of living, and promote a nation's economic
welfare .
High school students responded consi derably more con servatively than did the college students on all these items .
The item on which they differed the most was item 23 .

It

stated that using the pill would help raisP the family ' s
standard of living.
Ite m Analysi s
An item analysis was run on the sca le to determine which
items disc r iminated between those with liberal attitudes
toward t he pill and those with conservative attitudes .

A

chi squa re test was run for each of the items utilizing the
highest and lmifest 25 percent of the sco res.

The scale was

collapsed for this test to include responses of three or
four for one group and zero or one for the other .
The .05 alpha level was employed as the criterion of
determining significance .

All the items proved to be signif -

icant in determining attitudes toward the pill.

The item

with the lowest chi squa re value was item 8 which stated that
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the pill should be used for medical reasons other than
preventing conception.

The value for this item was 1 8 . 40 .

The highesr: chi squar e value, 84 . 40 , was for item 22, which
stated that using the pill is not against God's will.
Table 9 shows th e chi square values for each of the 30
items on the sc ale.

Although all the items were success:'ul

in discriminating attitudes, there is a great deal of spread
in these valu es , indicating that some ite,ns were still more
effective th an others.

The reason that a ll items we re able

to discriminate is probably that the range of scores on the
scale was so large.

Also, most of these items had been

previously tested for their ability to discriminate attitudes
toward the pill by Bardis (1969) .

He eliminated those

~hich

did not discriminate from the scale .
Tab le 9,
Item
Number

Chi square value s for item analysis .

Statement

Chi Square
Value

'Phe pill shoulc be sold to single adults
I·Tithout any restriction .

80 . 02

2

The pill should be used to reduce the
rate of illegitimacy .

60 . 71

3

The pill is safe for a healthy wo man to
u se .

t\7 . 22

4

The pill should be given to poor women
without charge .

117 . 10

5

Jt is not sinful to use the pill .

66 . 11

6

Use of the pill w ' ll not harm women psy cholo gi cally.

59 . 63

7

The pill should be used to ma ke coitu s
outs ide marriage safe .

57 . 06
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''able 9.
Item
Number

(can't.)
Ch1 Square
Value

Statement

8

The pill should be used for medical rea sons (other than 9reventing conception).

H' . 40

9

The pill should be sold to married adoles cents without any restriction .

~2.13

10

ThP pill should be used to promote the
economy of poor rountries .

4'5 . fi7

11

A woman's use of the pill will not harm
the man psychologically .

4'5 . 77

12

Use of the pill will cause parents to love 44.38
their children more (since most preg nancies will be planned).

13

It is not selfish to use the pill .

67 .57

14

·~o medical r isk caused by the pill is
not great .

50 . 28

15

The pill will heln so lve vadous so c ial
issues .

46 . 27

1G

Tho pill should be used to reduce the
abortion rate.

47 . 96

17

Th~ pill should be sold to married adults
witho t rrstriction .

52 .91

lH

The pill does not promote free love .

29 . 71

19

'Phe side o:Cfects of the pill are sma l l
when compared to the benefits .

74 . 30

20

Th e pill should be used to help wi th the
spacing of childre n .

4~ . 83

21

Us i ng the pill will help a couple e n joy
sex al relation s more, becausp they won ' t
fear a pregnancy.

36 . 71

22

Us i ng the pill

fl4 . 40

23

Usi ng the pill will raise the famil y' s
sta nd ard of liv i ng .

4fi . 82

24

The pill should be sold to single adoles cents without any rPstriction .

65 .7 7

is agai n st God ' s wil l .
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Table 9 .
Item
Number

(can't.)
Statement

Ch1 Square
Value

25

The pill should be used to prevent the
birth of unwanted children.

55 . 64

26

It is not immoral to use the pill.

74.81

27

Religious orqanizations should not forbid
their members to use the pill .

40 . 13

28

The pill promotes a nation ' s economic
welfare.

56.59

29

Use of the pill will not lead to loss of
respect for women .

60.29

30

Women who use the pill are apt to be more 4 8 . 73
healthy because they see the doct(jr often .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Scope of the Stud y
Objectives
This study had tim objectives.
1.

'!'hey l·rerP:

to compa re the relative conservatism or liberalism

in overall attitudes toward use o f the oral contr acep tive
as related to religious, reqional , e ducational, age, marital
sta tu s , and sex factors .
to de termi ne which items on the scale disc r i min ate

2.

attitud es in regard to su b sta ntive areas of opinion.
P rocedure
Data for this study were collec ted with a 30 item pill
sca le .

It wa s adapted f rom one devel oped by Bard is (1969) .

The subjects responded to the items by indicat ing the extent
of their agreement with each i tern .

'!'his l<as done by placing

a 0, 1, 2 , 3, or 4 in the blank to the left of the statement .
The meaning of these figures was :
0 - strongly di sagree
1 - disagree
2 - undecided
3 - aqree
4 - strongly agree
The indiv i dual ' s s core was computed i)y adding the
to tal of h is responses .

'!'he most conse rvative score possible

was 0, and the most lib e ral score was 120 .
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The sample consi sted of

2~0

high schoo l and colleqe

s tudents from Utah and North Dakota .

The i nst rument was

administered by teachers in selected high school s and at
Utah State University and North Da kota St3te University .
As much as possible, the distribution of the

follo~ing

characteristics was kept equal throuqhout the sample :
1.

Religion (Mormon, Protestant, and Catholic)

2.

Region (Intermoun tain and Great Plains)

3.

Sex (male and female)

4.

Educational attainment (hiqh srhool and college)

5.

Age (16 - 18, 19-21, 22 - 25, and over 25)

6.

Marital status ( si ngle and married)

Analyses of Hypotheses
Six hypotheses were tested for sig nificanc e .

They

are listed and discussed se parately under the heading
" Findings " in this chapter .

The test empl oyed was the

chi square test, with the . 05 alpha level util ized as the
criterion for significance .
Other statistics were used as needed to describe the
sample and the findings .

An item analysis of the scale

was also conducted with the chi square test .
Findings
Scores ranged from a high of 115 to a lo w of 4 .
sample median was 70 and its mean was 68 .

The

A neutral score

would be 60, so the sample reflected a slightly positive
position on the pill .

Hypothese s
Protestants ha ve a more liberal score concernina

1.

use of the pill than will Roman Catholics and Mormons .
hypothesis was accept ed for Mormons, but rejec ted
Catholics .

~or

There was no notable differe nce bet ween Protestants
Mor m ~ ns

and Catholics .

Median score f or the

mean was 5 7. 5 .

The Catholic median was 74 wi th a

75 . 7 .

This

was 58 , and thPir
~ean

of

The Protestant median was 78, and their mean was
2.

76 . ~ .

College stud e nts are more liberal than high school

students on their scores on the sca le .
accepted .

The high school median was 62 .5, and the college

median was 74.
3.

This hypothesis Has

Means were 60 . 4 and 71 . 6 respectively .

'rhere is no significant diff,renc e between the at -

titudes of married and singlr> collPgP stn rlent s regardinq thP
pill .

Only the college sample was analyzed for this hypo -

thesis .

It was rejected.

Married stude nts demonstrated

more conservative scores than single students with a med ia n
of 70 and a mean of 69.

Th<.> single mPdian and mean werP Bl

and 74 . 2 .
4.

Region is not related to attitudes toward the pill .

This hypothesis was also rejected .

The Intermount ain median

and mean were 6 0 and 58 . 8 , while the Great Pl ains median was
76 and its mean was 77 .

Since the

Inter~o un tain

sa mple was

mostly Mormon , and the Great Plains sa mple contai ned no
Mormon i nd ividuals, this may be a r eligious differrnce ,
rather t han a regional difference .
5.

Ag e and attitudes toward the pill are not related .

This hypothesis was r ejected when compari ng those 1 8 or
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under to those 19 and over.
the other age compari s ons .

It could not be r ejected for
There '"as not enough age dif -

fere nce in this sampl e tn do an adequate study of the a:;;f'
factor .

Hare study i s needed in this area .

The mean and

me dian for the 16 -1 8 age group wer e 60 . 5 and 63 ; for t he 19- 21
age group were 72 . 3 and

7~ . 5;

for the 22 -25 age group were

70 . 9 and 74 ; and for the over 25 age group wer e 71 . 1 and 73 . 5 .
6.

No sig ni ficanl difference i n attitudes exists bet-

"'een males and females .
jected .
it

~1as

This hypothesis could not be re -

The male respon se , ho1"ever , '"as more libera l, but
not significa nt.

The med ians for male and fema le

respectively "'ere 63 and 56 .

The means were 71 . 6 and 60 . 4 .

Responses to Items on the QuPstionnaire
The sample responses to most of the items werP in
keeping with the attitud es rnflPcted by the total sco re
f or the srnle .

The only area in whic h dicferencPs tPndcd

to be small 1"as in the area of phys ical and psychologica l
safety of the pill .

A large portion of the sample was un -

certain of the safety of the pill .
The majority o f the respondents felt the pill sho ul d
be used to r educe the rate of illegitimacy and t he abortion
rate , but they did not think it should be u sed to make
coitus outside of marriage easier .

They also fe lt that the

pill 1wu ld promote free Jove .
The Catholic response was perhaps the mn s t
part o

thi s st udy .

interesting

Par most of the re l igious and moral

items, the Catho1 i.e - Protestant responses l<er e very similar .

'iO

rlowever, more Catholics felt that using the pill was against
God • s 11ill than Protestants .

Still, 77 percent of r.he

Catholics indicated that they felt that the church shoc;ld
not forbid use of the pill .

The Mormon sample tended to

be more conservative than either o f the other religions on
all of the i terns .

They 11ere more likely to ac cept re<:".ric-

tions by the Church on use of the pill .

In regard to the

religious issue , the married students 11ho usually tended to
score more conservatively than the single students, were
not as likely to view using the pill as against God ' s will
as were those '"ho were single .
Most of the sample accepted the idea that the pill
'"ould mal<e sexual rel ati ons more en joyab l.e .

They were also

willing to sell the pill to hnth married ad ul ts and married
adolescent s without restriction .

They were much less liberal

in regard to selling of the pill to sing l e persons , especially
adolescents .
Item Analysis
All of the items were sig n ificant i n di scriminating
between liberal and conservative attitudes to ward the oral
contracept ive .

The item which '"as most s ucc essful in dis-

crimi nating was item 22 which stated tha t usinq the pill is
not against God ' s will .

The item with the l o>~est chi squa re

value was item 8 which stated that the pi ll should be used
for med i cal reason s other than preventi nq conception .
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Conclusion s
The wide range of scores within the sample indica tes
that the pill is still subject to much debate .

Some persons

are very opposed to it, while others applaud it .
of the sample clustered near a neutral score .

The ma jo r itv

This s uggest s

that most persons have questions about the pill and its use ,
and they are quite undecided in their atti tude s toward it .
Th i s is especially true of the high school youth .
The traditional differences found bet wef'n the? attitud-=s
of Catholics and Prote s tants in earlier studies are app aren tly
diminishing .
attitudes .

This study found no di f ference between their
One sho uld not conc lu de from this evidence that

no difference s still exist .

The sample in thi s study was

chiefly middle class , a young age , and student status .
Research conducted over a broader sample o f ind ividuals in
different parts of the country may show different results .
Nevertheless , this finding points to an important c hange in
Catholic t hi nking .

The Mormons appear to r eflect more tradi -

tional values than the other religions .
If attitudes do indeed determine act ion s , it appears
that the factor holding persons back fr om u s ing the pi ll
may not be only one of a relig iou s ideology , but also one
of concern for the safety in using the pill .

The majority

of this sampl e did not feel that the pil l wa s safe for a
healthy woman to use .
about this issue .

Many indicated they wer e u ndecided

Those who wish to see oral contraception

used more widely wi ll either have to ma ke a safer con tra ceptive or prove to the pubhc that this pill is safe to use .
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This is not to d ' scount the importance of a religious
belief .

'!'he one most discriminatjnq item was the one dealing

with whethnr or not u s ing the plll i s against God ' s will .
JJoHever, as this study has sho1•n (ilt least for Catholic:s) ,
religious attitudes toHard the pill are becoming more liberal.
'l'he regions utilized in this study a re probably two of
the most conservative in the United States, yet the findings
show that the general attitude toward the pill leans in the
positive direction.

One could expert to find more liberal

attitudes in other r egions of the country .
As expected , education was an import ant facto r in
determini ng attitudes.

This confirms the much stated thesis

that college education tends to liberalize persons .

As more

persons become educated, it is not unreasonable to expect
that the proportion of liberal attitudes will become greater .
It is , however, generally the less educated who have greater
need for birth control.

For those who wish to see contra -

ceptives used more widely, this suggPsts the need fo r contra ceptive education for these people .

The more co nservat ive response of the marr ied college
students implies that as persons are fac ed wi th the respon sibility of deciding whether or not to use the pill they
become more cautious .

On the other hand , it may be that the

co nservative students are more apt to marry while still in
school.

Thi s would be a fruitful area f or further investiqa -

t"on .
The h i gh school studPnts in this st udy did not appear
to have made their decision about the pi 11 .

Th i s study did
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not adequately separate age and education , because these
groups were mutually inclusive.

Therefore , i t is difficu l t

to draw any conclusions regarding the relationship of one ' s
age to attitudes toward the pill from this study , except
that there did not appear to be any differe nce among the
age groups in the college sample .

This c onclusion is not

based on sufficient evidence to generalize that such age
differences do not exist in the general population .
~ale - female

differences appPar to be u n important in

r ela tionship to attit11des toward the pill .

Even if the r e

were a difference, it may not have much effect on use of
the pill , since most such decisions a re made by a couple ,
and it is genera lly not the sole

rPs ~onsi bility

of either

male or female.
Suggestions for Furt he r Researr.h
Suggestions for further research have been offered
periodically in this study .

The three c onsidPred

~ost

important are :
1.

More research on Catholic attitudes toward the oill

to see if the liberal trend f0und h0.re is tru e for most
Catholics .
2.

Studies involving othe r regions , specifically urban

3.

Research with mo r e age groups represented apart

ones .

from educational level .

'i4
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Appendix .".
'rhe 1nstrum0nt
Sex

Reliaion

Age - -- - - -

Home State

Class

Marit a l Statu s

B0Jow is a list of issues concernina the pill (the well known oral contraceptive for women).
Pl~ase rearl all the
statements very carefully and respond to al l of them-on the
basis of your own true beliefs without co nsult ing any ot~er
person .
Do this by reading each statement and then "'ritinq ,
in the space provided at its left, only one of the follo1dng
numbers:
0 , 1 , 2, 3, or 4 .
The meaning of each o~ these
numbers is :
0 - strongly disag ree
1 - disagree
2 - undecided
3 - agree
4 - strongly agree
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
1 o.
11.

12 .

n.

- -14 .
- -1 5 .

- -ln .
- -17 .

The pill should be s old to sing l e adults without
any restriction .
T·he pill should be used to reduce the rat P. o: i l legitimacy.
The pill is safe for a healthy woman to use .
The pill should be qiven to poor women without
charge .
It is not sinful to nse the pill.
Use of the pill does not rarm >~omen psychologically .
The ~ill shou l d be used to make coitus outside
marriage safe .
The oill should be used for medical re,sons (other
than prevent1ng conception) .
The pill should be sold to married adolescP.nts
without any restriction .
The pill should be used to promote the economy of
poor countries .
A 1voman's use of the pill will not harm the man
psychologically .
UsP of the pill will cause pare nts to love their
children more ( since most pregna nci es will be
planned) .
It is not selfish to use the pil l .
The medical ri.sl~ caused by the r>i l l is not qr<>ilt.
The pill will hPlp solve various soriill problems .
The pill should b0 used to reduce tho abo rtion rate .
The pil 1 should be sold to married adults without
any restriction.
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18.
--19 .

20 .
21.
22 .
23.
24 .
?.5.

26 .

- -27.
28.
- -29 .
30 .

The pjll doPs not promote free love.
The side effrcts of the pill ar~ small when com pared to thP bE·nef its.
The pill should be used to help 1;ith the spacing
of children.
Using the pjll hel ps the couple enjoy sexual
relations more , because they don ' t fear a pregnancy .
Using the pill is not against God ' s will .
Using the pill will help raise the family ' "" standard
of living ,
The pill. should br.o c; .. >ld to sing le adolescents
without any restriction .
The pill should be used to prevent the birth o:
unwanted children .
It is not immora to use the oi l l .
~eligious organizations should not forbid their
members to use thP pill.
The pill promotes a nation ' s economic wel~are .
Use of the pill will not lead to lo ss of respect
for women .
Women who use the pill are apt to be mo~e heal_hy
because they see the doctor ofte n .
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Appendix B
Letters
Letter Enclosed with Questionnaire
Mailed to Married Students
Febru ary 20 , 1 9 71

Birth control and oral contraception are one oc our
times ' most controversial subjects. You have been sel~cted
to help us study this issue .
The study is to be u sed as
my master ' s thesis .
You were selected from among the students at Xorth
Dakota State .
I am especially interested in including
North Dakota in my sample , because J gradua t ed from ~TISV
and plan to come back to North Dakota to teach .
It will take no more than ten minutes of your ti me for
ONE of you to complete the enclosed questio nnaire and return
it to me in the stamped envelope provided .
If you are not
both students , will the one of you who is a student please
fil l it out?
The questionnaire is completely anonymous .
will be in no way included in the study.

Your

nam~

It is JMPORTANT that you return your questionraire at
your earliest convenience in order 'or this study to be
completed . Thank you for your cooperation .
lt is most ap preciated!
Best wishes to you as you complete you r studies .
Si ncerely ,

Carmen Ptacek
Graduate Student
Dept. of Family and Child Developme n t
Utah State Unive r sity
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Appendix R
Letters
'rhilnk You Letter to Those Who Assisted
1n the Resea rch Effort

65 West Second North
Logan , Utnh 843 21
April 2 8 , 1971

Dear
Thank you for helpinq me with my st udy on attitudes
toward the oral contraceptive . Witho ut the cooperation
of all those who assisted me, the study would have been
jmpossible to complete. Your contribut i on is most ap preciated .
I am now in the process of writ ing up the thesis .
You are probably interested in knowin9 the r esults of
the study , so I am taking this opportunity to share them
with you .
l have included a bdef summary of my finding~ .
If you have any questions or would like further informa tion, please le t me know .

Agajn , I thank you.
Sincerely ,

r.armen Ptacek
Graduate Student
Department of Fa mily &
Child Development
Utah State University
CP/sw
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Appendix C
Sample Response to Individual Item s
ThP f ollowing statements are thos e which appeared on the
ques tionnaire . The numbers in parentheses indicate the
percentage responding to that answer.
1.

The p ill sho uld be sold to single adu lt s without any
restriction .
(23 . 8 ) strongly disagree
(28.3) disagree
(7.9) undecided

2.

The pill should be used to reduce the rate of illegitimacy .
(8 . 6 ) stro ngly disagree
(20 . 0) disagree
(17 . 9) undecided

3.

It

(33.8) agree
(31 . 7) strongly agree

Usc of th e p ill does not harm women psych ologically .
(7.5) strongly disagree
(17 .1) disagree
(39 . 2) undecided

7.

(29.2) ag r ee
( 22 . 1) st rongly agree

is not sinful to use the pill.
(7 . 9 ) strongly disagree
(10 . 8) disagree
(16 . 7 ) undecided

6.

(32 . 9 ) agree
(7.5) s trongly agree

The pill shou l d be given to poor women without cha r ge .
(6 . 7) strongly disagree
(1 9 . 6) disagree
( 22 . 5) undecided

5.

(30.4) agree
(22 . 9) st rongly ag r ee

The pill is safe for a healthy woman to use .
(7 . 9) stro ngly disagree
(14 . 2 ) disag r ee
(37 . 5 ) undecided

4.

(25.4) agree
(14.6) strongly agree

(2 9 . 6) agree
st rongly agree

(6 . 7)

'Phe pill should be used to make coit us outside marriage
safe .
(2R . 6 ) strongly disagree
(25 . 0) disagree
(17 .1) undecided

(20 . 4 ) aq r ee
(8 . 8 )
st rongly ac:rree
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H.

ThP pi ll should b~ UsPd fo r mrdical reason s (o t h e r than
pr e vent i ng c o n r~ption ).
(1.H) strongly di Fag rPP
(10.8) disagr ee
(27 . 5) undecided

9.

The pill should be sold to married adolescents without
any restriction.
(7.5)
strongly disagn"e
(19 . 2) disagree
(6. 3 ) undecided

1 o.

( 3 0 . 1) agree
(20.8) strongly aqree

The medical risk caused by the pill is not grea t.
(8.3) strongly disagree
(1 7.1) disagree
(42.5) undecided

15.

( 20 . 4) aqree
(11.3) st rongly agree

It is not selfish to use the pill .
(7 . 9) s trongly d i sagree
(12 . 1) disagree
(22.1) undecided

14 .

(40.0) c.gree
(17.5) strongly agree

Use of the pill will cause parents to love their children
more (since most pregnancies will be planned ).
(19 . 6) strong ly di s agr e e
(28 . 8) disagree
(20.0) undecided

13 .

(29 . 2) agree
(13.8) st rongly ag r ee

A ,;oman ' s u s e of the pill will not harm the man psychologically .
(4 . 2) s trongly disagree
(10 . 8) disagree
(27.5) undecided

12.

(34 . 2) ag ree
(32 . 9) strongly a g r ee

The pill should be u s ed t o promote the economy of poor
countries .
(6.3) strongly disagrre
(18, 8) disagree
(32 .1) undecided

11.

( 19 . 6) agree
(1 8 . 3 ) s trongly a g ree

(28.8) agree
(3.3) st ro ngly agree

The pill will help solve various socia l problems.
(6.3) strongly disagree
(15 . 4) disagree
(26 . 3 ) undecided

(42 . 9) agree
(9.2) st rongly agree
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16.

The pill should be used to reduce the abort ion rate.
(5.4) strongly disagree
(15 . 0) disagree
(11 . 3) undecided

17.

The pill should be sold to married ad u lts without ar.y
restriction .
(6 . 3 )

stro n gly disag r ee
(20 . 4 ) disagree
(6 . 3 )
undecided
18 .

(51.3) agree
(2 4 . 6) st r o ngly agree

Using the pill is not against God ' s wi ll.
(12 . 9) strongly disagree
(12 . 9 ) disagree
(32 .1) undecided

23 .

(54 . 6) ugree
(17 . 1) stro ngly agree

Using the pi ll helps the couple enjoy sexual r~lations
more, bec ause they don ' t fear a preg nancy.
(5 . 4) st rongly disagree
(7.9) disagree
(10 . 8 ) undec i ded

22 .

(31.3 ) agree
( 8 . 3 ) strongly agree

'rhe pill should be used to help with t he spacing oo
the children .
(5 . 8 ) strongly disagree
(10 . 0) disag ree
(12 . 5) undecided

21.

(20 . 0) agree
(9 . 6) strongly agree

The side effects of the pill are s ma l l compared to the
benefits .
( 8 .3 ) st rongly disagree
(18 . 3 ) disagree
(3 3 . 8) undecided

20 .

(35 . 4 ) a g r ee
(31 . 7 ) s trongly ag r ee

The pill does not promote free love .
(17 . 9) strongly disagrPe
(31 . 7) disagree
(20 . 8) undecided

19,

(49 . 2) agree
(19 . 2) st r o ngly agree

(24 . 2 ) ag r ee
(17 . 9 ) st r o ngly agree

Using the pill will help raise the fami l y ' s s t a nda r d
of livi ng .
(9 . 2 ) strongly disagree
(21.3) disagree
(26 . 7) undecided

(32 . 9 ) agr ee
(10 . 0 ) st ro ngly agree
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24.

The p)ll should be sold to single adolescents without
any restriction.

(35.4) strongly disagree
(2 6 . 3 ) disagree
(1 7 . 1) undecided
25.

The pill should be used to prevent the birth of unwanted
children .

(4 . 2 ) strongly d)sagree
(1 2 . 5) disaoree
(12 . 9) undecided
26.

I t is not immoral

to

USP.

(26 . 7 ) a g ree
(5 . 4) strongly agree

Usc of the pi ll will not lead to a loss of respect
for women .

(6.7) strongly disagree
(lO.O) disagree
(21.3 ) undecided
30 .

(39 . 2) agree
(24 . 6) strongly agree

The pi ll promotes a nation ' s eco nomic welfare .

(5 . 4 ) strongly disagree
(1 3 . 8 ) disagree
( 48 . 8 ) undecided
29 .

(41 . 7) agree
(20.0) strongly ag r ee

Religious organizations should not fo r~id their member s
to u se the pill .

(8.3) strongly disagree
(8.8) d)sagree
(1 9 .2 ) undecided
28 .

(50 . 8 ) ag r ee
(19. 6) st r ongly agree

the pill.

(8. 8) stro ngly disagree
(8.8) disagree
(20 . 8 ) undecided
27 .

(15.4) agree
(5. 8) strongly aqree

(4 5 . 4) ag r ee
(16 . 7) stro ngly agree

~I omen

who use the pj 11 are apt t0 be mo r e heal thy ,
because they see the rlor:t:o r often .

(15 . 0) strongly disi\qree
( 33 ,3) disagree
(30.0) undecided

(15 . 0) ag r ee
(6. 7)
st r o ngly aqree
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